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Lecture by Sumit Ganguly and paper discussions

11.07.2019, 1000 hours to 1600 hours

Meeting Times

Meeting Times

Moved away from that norm in the post-Cold War world, policy of super powers. We are the norm of non-alignment revealed. Has India

many decades with a view to maintaining a certain distance from the power

and financial elite. India followed a process of policy of non-alignment for

economic reformism. Its policies towards international trade, environment

nuclear policies, nuclear power, in the Indian Ocean Region. India’s

This block seminar for BA and MA students will explore the causes and epiphenomena

Course Description

Research Award

Professor Ganguly has been awarded a Humboldt Research Award, which is the highest Humboldt Award. We feel

Humboldt Award winner - which is the highest Humboldt Award. Prof. Ganguly is a

Indiana University is a vision in our Department. Professor Ganguly is a

Humboldt Research Award winner. As Chair Professor at the Department of Political Science,

We are privileged to have Professor Sumit Ganguly, Distinguished Professor and
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Instructions

Password: IP118

Indian Foreign Policy
This makes for a successful block seminar as moderators. This makes for a successful block seminar, the better prepared the students are the more likely sessions will be more effective and students will participate in class, mark the papers. Participation is essential. This participation in class makes for a better student experience. Participation will earn students 2 credit points. 4500 words or 3000-3500 words for BA and MA students.

- Attendance is essential. Attendance and active participation will earn 2 credit points.
- This will earn students 2 credit points.
- Students hold a 30 minute presentation with appropriate handouts and slides.

These lectures will be followed by presentations by students and discussions.

I2. There will be no subsequent meetings on July 11 and July 12. Sunil Gandhi will deliver a lecture on India’s economic and foreign economic policies on July 12. Sunil Gandhi will deliver a lecture on India’s foreign and economic policies on July 11. Rahul Mukherji will deliver a lecture on India’s economic and foreign economic policies on July 11.

This class will introduce some of the conceptual issues to enable students to prepare presentations on any one of the four topics:

1. Economic Relations and Indian Foreign Policy
2. India’s Foreign Policy
3. Security Issues in Indian Foreign Policy
4. Economic Relations and Indian Foreign Policy

This class does not require preparation. It is a review course which will benefit students and social theory.

Prior Requirements

Vogels, Z. Foreign and Paper Discussions
2002
1207 2002 1300 Hours to 1600 Hours
Access 2.160.3
R792 M792
Topics for Discussion

Important research question in the paper:

Students should use recent readings and go beyond them to answer an

Important research question in the paper. Students are expected to do

may explore particular cases within a single frame.

polls towards China (or let us say the rise of Beijing) with neighbors' students

such a body of policy ideas on the great power shaping India's foreign power

India's foreign policy. While the Guangxi was the paramount influence on India's

policy of India's foreign policy to engage the importance of ideas versus power

students can engage with policy ideas and power in a broad theme. Students

then pick that piece of the broad theme. I hope one example.

The readings given below are indicative of the broad theme. Students should

outside class.

dinner student hours are Thursdays 2-4 pm. Students are most welcome
have they evolved over time? what factors best explain their evolution? How

3. Security Issues in Indian Foreign Policy


Cooperation in South Asia (World Bank, 2010).

S. Ahmad, S. Kecskes, and E. Ghani, ed. Promoting Economic
2013.

A. Naim and W. Yusuf, eds., South Asia 2060 (Aynhorn Press,
South Asia as a Region


for Managing Trade and Security Relations, eds.
Synergies for Managing Trade and Security Relations, eds.
(Cyo Koo, eds., Asia's New Institutional Architecture: Entrenching
Regional Security in South Asia and Beyond, in Trade. K. Ahsan and
Ministerial Forum, South Asia and Beyond. In Trade. K. Ahsan and
Ministerial Forum, South Asia and Beyond. In Trade. K. Ahsan and

Rahul Mukherji, India's Foreign Economic Policies: Lessons Learned
Trade Policy, Domestic Reform (Cambridge India, 2017).

Haideep Singh, Pun. India's Trade Policy, Domestic Reform and the Role of
India's Foreign Economic Policy


Andrew Hertel and Amanda Nlaughter, 2006. A New Policy for
Multilateral Diplomacy

Reviews: Climate Change, 4(3), 199-201.

N.K. Dube et al. (2013), The role of climate change in India:

Environment, International Environmental Agreements:
Environmental Governance: From Cooperation to Global
Clime Change: Negotiations, From Structural Conventions to
Economic Relations and Indian Foreign Policy

4. Economic Relations and Indian Foreign Policy (Cultural)